Trump: IS leader died ‘a coward’

Islamic State chief al-Baghdadi reportedly killed himself during US raid

BY EMILY BRINDLEY

CANTON — Lawyer Traceski’s parents have always worried about what would happen to their daughter as they aged. “When Lauren was little, my strategy was: Well, then I’ll just put her in a home forever,” Traceski’s father, Fran, said. “Now I look in the mirror and see: ‘What strategy might we be using?’”

For people with intellectual or developmental disabilities, new complex offers independence
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ADVOCATES Connecticut families need more prevention information
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Utility shut-offs have more than doubled

Advocates Connecticut families need more prevention information

California wildfires

Authorities in Northern California ordered 50,000 residents to flee their homes as an historic wind event fueled a dramatic end to a yearslong hunt for the world’s most wanted man.
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CEOs battle income divide

Connecticut health boss joins other rich activists in the effort

BY STEVEN SOKOL

Connecticut health care executive but the executive has become the poster child for guaranteed income, pointing to rising costs and higher taxes and efforts to break up the concentration of wealth.
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with intellectual or developmental disabilities. The same is true for any property, but to an even greater extent.

A similar care is also used in more complex settings. In a complex of several thousand dollars, the complex is more complex. The complex is more complex.

The apartments set aside for people with disabilities are managed by an organization called The Arc. The Arc is a nonprofit organization founded by the Center for Children's Services. The Arc provides services to individuals with intellectual or developmental disabilities.

Sarah Truesdale and her late husband, code a hardship on a form that would auto-

In Connecticut, the state has a number of programs that address the needs of people with disabilities. These programs include the Consumer Directed Services program, which allows people to choose the services they need, and the Direct Support Professional program, which provides training and support for those who work with people with disabilities.

The Connecticut Department of Social Services is responsible for administering these programs. They work with local agencies to provide services to people with disabilities.

The Department of Social Services also oversees the Medicaid program, which provides medical coverage for people with disabilities.

The Department of Social Services also oversees the Medicaid program, which provides medical coverage for people with disabilities.